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Faraday´s law of induction

An EMF is induced in a loop when
the number of magnetic field lines
that passing the loop is changing

The magitude of EMF  induced in a 
conducting loop is equal to the rate at 
which the magnetic flux through the
loop is changing

Experiment 1

Experiment 2





example

S: n =220 turns/cm
i= 1.5 A, reduced to i=0 within 25ms

C: N= 130 turns d=2.1 cm

What is the emf induced in coil C
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Lenz´s Law



Induction and energy transfer

Electrical power

i=E/R
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Induced electric field

If the magnetic field increase, a 
constant current is induced

An electric field
appears at Radius r

Electric field forms a ring system
Equal emf are induced in loops
1 and 2 but less in 3 and 4



Faraday´s Law improved

Static charges Induced field

It yields

Wappl = q DV =q E



Example R=8.5cm 
dB/dt= 0.13 T/s

A )Find E at r=5.2 cm   inside the field

Find E at r=12.5.2 cm   outside the field
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Changing magnetic flux induces an emf +       Electric current
produces magnetic field

SO
Changing current in one circuit ought to induce an emf and a 

cuurent in second nearby circuit and even induce an emf in itself.

Inductors can be used to produce a desired magnetic field.

Inductors, Inductance



Inductance of a solenoid :
When a changing current passes through a solenoid, a changing magnetic flux is 
produced inside the coil, and this in turn induces an emf in that same coil. This
induced emf opposes the change in the flux.The magnetic flux is proportional to
the current by L.

N = n l

Inductance per unit length:  ~n²



Self- inductance

If i is changed by varying the position of on a 
variable resistor, a self induced emf will
appear in the coil.

Magnitude of i has no influence on magnitude of emf, only the rate of change in i.





RL Circuits • When S is closed on a, the current in the
resistor starts to rise.

• If there is no L, it would rise rapidly to /R.
• As we have L, L appears; from Lenz’s Law, 

this emf opposes the rise of current.
• As long as L is present, the current will be 

less than /R.

• As time goes on, the rate at which i 
increases becomes less rapid.

• The magnitude of L becomes smaller.
• The current through the resistor

approaches /R R asymptotically.

Initially the inductor acts to oppose changes in the
current through it. After a long time, it acts like

ordinary connecting wire.



RL Circuits

VR=iR

VL= L di/dt

current is increasing:

L is the time it takes i to reach
63% of /R.



• If the switch is thrown to b, the battery will be 
removed from the circuit. 

• The current through th eresistor will decrease. 
• It must decay to zero over time.



Example

R= 9.0 Ω, L = 2.0mH, E = 18V

i=0 at t>=0

1/R = 3/9.0Ω





Energy stored in a magnetic field



Energy stored in a magnetic field

Remember energy stored by a capacitor;





Mutual induction

By
definition

remember

Emf
appeari
ng in 
coil 2 
due to
the
changin
g i in 
coil 1



Set z=0, B1, the field
the larger coil
produces at points
within the smaller
coil.

Mutual inductance of two
parallel coils

The magnetic flux through the
small coil due to the current
through the large coil is
approximately uniform.

Flux through each turn of the smaller coil

Flux linkage in the small coil with N2 turns



Mutual inductance of two
parallel coils

From here on !!!! At 17.12.


